To generalize and simplify basic analytical means of studying various processes of stretchbreaking, the authors suggest fundamental formulas which express and correlate several characteristics of changes in fiber quantity during stretch-breaking with two pairs of rollers. They also give and discuss examples of calculation.
Introduction
The term "stretch-breaking process" as used in this article means generally a process which breaks down a bundle of fibers of a given length (e.g. tow) during its conversion into a bundle of shorter fibers, e.g., slivers--and all that is related othat process. (See Fig, l One of the problems attending the stretch-breaking process relates to variations in characteristics of fibers, such as the strength and elongation. The other relates to variations in fiber quantities, such as the staple length of sliver and the number of fibers in the slivers. The two problems are naturally correlated. The present article deals with the stretch-breaking process mainly from the view-point of variations in fiber quantities.
Viewed from this the main characteristics of stretchbreaking are these three [10] : the fiber length of slivers, sliver thickness and stretch-breaking force. The first two influence the performance of the final product and the designing of the subsequent processes.
These characteristics vary greatly according to stretchbreaking conditions and the properties of the raw material, tow. For instance, there is a kind of tow which precludes stretch-breaking. After all, the stretch-breaking process is accompanied by a number of phenomena difficult to understand and calls for basic researches.
For this reason, many research efforts have been made over the years [1] and they have clarified such points as the delivery length, sliver unevenness, and the distribution of staple length in a specific case.
The results of such efforts have been effectively used in commercial production. Yet the three problems cited and the relations among them await a clarification which can be used effectively in the designing of tow and in subsequent processes.
The primary factor which determines the behavior of the stretch-breaking process contains two probability densitiesof (1) the breaking points and (2) the delivery points. Even in the so-called linear process where these probability densities are said to be constant in time, there remain to be clarified the influence which the distribution of delivery points made by the distribution of fiber elongation has upon unevenness [2, 5] in the thickness of output slivers. Also awaiting clarification is the meaning of stretch-breaking force [4, 7, 10] in its general relations to the probability densities of breaking points and delivery points. There are hardly any published works on the stretch-breaking process [8] , particularly on the principle of the Turbo Stapler now widely used. There are very few published works on the stretch-breaking process of fibers having finite lengths [1] , very few which touch on how the probability density of points are determined [9, 10] , and very few on the breaking process which discuss the determination of this probability density.
It seems that theories and analytical methods published to date are limited in scope. The present authors suggest a new analytical method and clarify the meaning of the various characteristics of the stretch-breaking process, or tow performance, which uses the suggested method.
Part 1 (the present instalment) of this series of articles considers theoretically a basic stretch-breaking process which uses two pairs of rollers, a process which is the basis of future research. Machinery involving this stretchbreaking process is widely used in Japan, Europe and the United States. Seydel converter [15] is an example. Now that a wide variety of types of tow are used, an advanced analysis is needed.
Chapters 2 to 4 expound a basic theory. In chapters 5 onwards are given examples of calculation for cases where the probability density of cutting points or of delivery points does not vary in time.
Notations
The main technical terms used in this article are defined below. Though terms similar to them are commonly used, [10, 11] they shall be defind to make clear the meanings in this study.
(1) Length Length defined in the region of time is used at all times. Length e.g., x in the region of time (unit : sec, for instance), as distinct from L which denotes distance (unit : cm, for instance), means the time required for L to pass through a fixed observation point at a given speed v and is expressed by the following equation :
To define length in the time region is more helpful in analyzing a phenomenon accompanied mainly by the progress of time, e.g., the stretch-breaking process.
A fixed observation point is located, as a rule, on front rollers. The surface speed v f of the front rollers or the surface speed vb of the back rollers is used as a constant rate of speed. (2) Probability density f (x) of breaking points This corresponds to p (x, t) mentioned by Ishikawa and Tabata [2] .
Fibers having the leading ends which reach the delivery points at time, t, after being discharged by the front rollers, generate breaking points in positions, x, fixed by the probability density of the breaking points, f t (x) , at time, t.
It is assumed that amount x is defined by the use of surface speed vb of the back rollers at a constant rate of speed v in equation ;, that the position of the front rollers is 0 in the axis of co-ordinates; that the direction of the back rollers is plus and f (x) is normalized as follows: This probability density of the breaking points depends on the properties of tow or stretch-breaking conditions. It is one of the most important factors which determine the characteristics of the stretch-breaking process. (3) Probability density q (x0) of the delivery points This corresponds, for instance, to l or L, L' mentioned by Ishikawa and Tabata [2] and to x~ by Fujino and Horikawa [6] .
Fibers break down after stretching. In other words, fibers break down after its end has passed through the front rollers and gone a certain length x0. The point which the fibers reach by travelling this length is called a delivery point. That length is called a delivery length.
Assume that length xo is defined by the use of surface speed Z' f of the front rollers at the constant rate of speed v in equation . Assume the position of the front roller to be 0 in the axis of co-ordinates. Assume that the direction in which the fibers run is plus and xo?0
The delivery points generally have a distribution. The probability density of delivery points is expressed by q(xo) . Assume that probability density of delivery points at time t is one determined for the ends of fibers being at time t in the position of the front rollers. Function q(x0) is normalized as follows :
The delivery point has some relationship, but is generally not equal, to the breaking elongation of fibers, because fibers, to be broken down, are fed into the stretchbreaking zone continuously by the back rollers, then delivered consecutively by the front rollers outside the stretch-breaking zone. Accordingly, when the draft ratio reaches say, (breaking elongation + 1), the delivery length shows a very high value [1] . The probability density of delivery points depends on stretch-breaking conditions or tow properties, as does the probability density of breaking point.
(4) Probability density n(t) of fiber leading ends This corresponds to n (t) deduced by Fujino and Kawabata [11] and to F(0, t), X (t) by Ishikawa and Tabata [2] .
Continuous filaments and tow have no fiber ends, but fiber ends are produced in the stretch-breaking process. In any research on subsequent bundles of fibers as in the general draft theory, the position and the number of fiber ends cannot be ignored. The reason is that the amount of fibers in a bundle of fibers is an accumulation of a given amount of fibers measured from their leading ends to their trailing ends. Probability density n(t) of fiber leading ends is defined as follows: This concludes the outline of the basic stretch-breaking process, which will be dealt with more fully in what follows. The three main characteristics of the stretch-breaking process-fiber length, the sliver thickness and stretchbreaking force-will be discussed in separate sections.
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3-2. Probability Density of Fiber Leading Ends
The information obtainable by operation of machinery is not the probability density of fiber leading ends but the sliver thickness and the like descussed in the next section onwards. However, the probability density of the fiber leading ends is important in any basic discussion of the stretch-breaking process. This is obtainable by, say, Ishikawa and Tabanta's [2] method, but in this method there is problems that to get progressive changes with time, Fo, F1, Fz ....etc must be obtained successively and it is difficult to get general solutions simply.
With delivery points not widely distributed but concentrated in position, xoi, the probability density of the fiber leading ends located at the delivery point at time because the probability density of the fiber leading ends has passed through the position of the front rollers or the observation point early by xol.
Then the newly produced fiber leading ends reach the position of the front rollers late by time x. Therefore, the fiber leading ends that have reached the front rollers position at time t are the leading ends of fibers broken at time (t-x). The fiber leading ends which have caused break pass through the front rollers at time (t-x-x01) and reach the delivery point. Therefore, the probability density the fiber leading ends is
o t-x Such probability density of the fiber leading ends except initial input N(t) which initiates stretch-breaking-is located on the front rollers at time t, delivery point as time passes, and causes the next break (input). Fig. 3 is a diagramatic explanation.
The time to explain equation (3-1) is shown in parenthesis on the basis of the conditions in the middle illustration. The time to explain equation (3-2) is shown, without parenthesis, on the basis of the conditions in the lower N (x) illustration . Assume that initial input t -xo~ enters the zone at time (t-xol), as shown in the upper illustration. Then, n (t -xoi) d t is distributed at time t according to equation in the hatching condition shown in the middle illustration. When time (t+x) comes after the above process is repeated, part x in the middle illustration is already on the front rollers in the lower illustration. By replacing that time with t, the height of hatching part on the front rollers can be shown by Formula (3-2).
If initial input N (x) at that time remains in the position of the front rollers, probability density n(t) of the fiber leading ends at time t makes the sum of equation (3-2) and the initial input. Then, n (t) is generally written as follows:
Consider a case where delivery points are distributed. Fibers receive relatively great influence from dynamic hysterisis until they reach the front rollers. Breaking eleongation exerts relatively great influence on the delivery length. Bearing these facts in mina, assume that the distribution of delivery points is fixed when fiber leading ends are located in the front roller position and remains unchanged even after they leave the front rollers. Bear in mind that the fiber bundle conditions in the stretch-breaking zone cast greater incluence than dynamic hysteresis of fibers does upon the breaking points, and assume that the breaking points are determined independently of the delivery points. Then equation C=elasticity for io=original length (3) (4) (5) Assume that this shrinkage occurs in an instant. Namely, that the speed of shrinkage is far higher than the surface speeds of the front and back rollers. In that instant, the following relationship in position between the leading and trailing ends of fibers is formed by stretchbreaking in the stretch-breaking process, as shown by 
In practice, however, s in equation (3) (4) (5) is low because fibers get prestretched before entering the stretchbreaking zone and the stretching speed is high. For instance, even with 10% and 50% C, r is 0.05. Further, the influence of friction resistance between fibers makes shrinkage so slight that it may be ignored, as it has been described before.
3-3. Fiber Length after Stretch-breaking
The distribution of fiber length is one of the three main characteristics of the stretch-breaking process and, in view of the matter of the sliver thickness discussed in the next section makes an indispensable magnitude. There are many published works on the subject. In this section we clarify it in its relation to the various functions discussed in the previous sections.
Assume that the distribution of fiber length related to probability density zz (t) of the fiber leading ends which pass the front roller position at time t is expressible as probability density Pt (l) of the fiber length then, on the same assumption from which equation (3-4) has been deduced, we obtain
where l =x/D D=draft ratio k-constant so determined that f".P~( l ).dl= 1 0 with D or l Fibers which pass through the front rollers at time t reach the delivery point after the passage of x0 after time t and are broken at that time. Hence, the proba bility density of fiber length at time t is determined by f (x) at time (t+xo) and q(x0) at time t. These time relations are the same as in Formula (3-4).
The function f(x) is expressed in relation totime period, x, required to cover a given distance by the surface speed of the back rollers.
It is more facilitating if we express fiber length (or the sliver thickness discussed in the next section) to the surface speed of the front rollers. That is why we have transformed as Dx. The staple diagram corresponding to a function of the distribution of fiber length is, of course:. 
3-4. Output Sliver Thickness
A basic formula on the output sliver thickness is obtained in this section with the aid of the various functions obtained in sections 3-2 and 3-3. The sliver thickness described in this study is thickness of single fibers multiplied by the number of fibers. This number is obtained in this section. The process of calculating is explained by Fujino and Kawabata [12] . The present article deals Vol. 15 , No. 1 (1969) especially with the time relations in the various functions discussed earlier.
Assume that probability density no(t) of the fiber leading ends of sliver which leaves the front roller position at time t, probability density Pt (l) of fiber length at time t and thickness b of single fibers have been given. The expectation of the number of fiber leading ends between times t i and t + d t being, by definition, no (t 1)4t, sliver thickness starting at time (ti) and equivalent to no (t 3 d t proper is: where u(t) =unit step function. The probability density of the fiber length to which n (t) is related is probability density Pt(l) of fiber length at time t.
Similarly, between t 2+1 and t i+l +4t
And so on. Hence, sliver thickness B (t Z) density n (t) of the fiber leading ends is
for probability (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) Assuming, from Formula (3-12), Jt ->0, then:
Since probability density n(t) of fiber leading ends does not determine the accurate position of each individual but gives an expectation of the arrangement of fiber leading ends, the corresponding sliver thickness B(t) is, of course, expectation.
3-5. Stretch-breaking Force Stretch-breaking force is the force required of the front rollers to pull forward a group of fibers for stretch-breaking in the stretch-broken zone. The so-called draft force, which is considered to be another force working toward this direction to pull out a group of stretch-breaking fibers against friction force, is much smaller than stretchbreaking force [7] . It is safe to say, therefore, that stretchbreaking force is the whole force required of the front rollers.
Occusionally, stretch-breaking force exceeding the nip ability of the front rollers acts and stops the machine during transient response of stretch-breaking or at other times. It is one of the major factors which determine the load on the machine and, by virtue of this fact, is also one 6 of the important char=acteristics of the stretch-breaking process. This force, too, is a magnitude varying with time, but there are no published works which deal generally with the subject [4, 7] .
Assume that stress y (z) of an individual fibers in the stretch-breaking zone is a function of time period z which passes after fiber leading ends leave the front rollers, and that this stress is expressible by:
which is an S-S curve of the individual fiber during the stretch-breaking process and in which g(z) = a certain function of z, (x0) = a certain function of x0, u (r) _ unit step function, and xo=delivery length. Assume that the probability density of the output fiber leading ends in the front roller position is n (t), stretchbreaking cutting force at time t is Y(t) and the delivery length is a certain constant x01. Then we shall have :
Assuming that there is probability density qt (xo) of delivery length xo at time t, we shall have
Examples of Solution

4-1. Introduction
This section takes up, as a practical example of a soltution of the basic stretch-breaking process described in the previous chapter, a case where neither the probability density of the breaking points nor the probability density of delivery points varies with time.
That neither of them varies with time means that the assumptions made in previous chapter are valid; and delivery point is determined independently of breaking point. Since, however, these probability densities vary with time, the solution suggested here does not cover all cases. Yet the probability densities mentioned, in practice, vary with time hardly at all. It is necessary to grasp a fundamental characteristic like this if we are to cope properly with every day problems.
If the probability density of breaking points or of delivery points do not vary with time, then the various formulas advanced in the previous chapter are, of course, to be taken as linear formulas. 
Where Ln(t') -n(s), Lf(x) =f(s) and t-xoi =t' (the observation point is assumed to shift to the delivery point).
A model of the stretch-breaking process made up according to Formula (4-1) will be as in Fig.6 . That is, the probability density of the fiber leading ends which first reaches the delivery point is forwarded intact and converts into the probability denssity of the input fiber leading ends after passage of some hours via element f (s) .
Assuming, therefore, that the transfer function of the stretch-breaking process is G (s) , we shall have :
and output no (s) versus input n j (s) will be obtain thus:
This no (t) and nl (t) are observed at the delivery point. It does not suit our convenience, however, to locate the observation point at the delivery point. Let us shift it back to the front roller position. The probability density of fiber leading ends which passes it at a certain time t is broken after time period x,,, according to the probability density f(x) of the breaking points. This is same amount to assuming that participation of the fiber ends in the element of f (s) is after passing through time lag e°1 -x'. This can be expressed in concrete form as in 
The above-mentioned relation in Fig. 7 is obtainable from Formula (4-5) by assuming q(xo) =~(xo-xol), where o(xo) =Dirac's delta function.
Through the medium of the transfer function obtained by equation (4) (5) , it is possible to express relation between input nI (s) and output no (s) by the following formula:
no(t) being obtainable by the inverse Laplace transformation of no (s) .
As is clear from equation (4-5), the probability density of breaking points and of delivery points act completely equally on the fundamental characteristics of the stretchbreaking process. This point will be discussed later on with the aid of examples. When breaking points are narrowly distributed or and delivery points widely distributed, the relation between them assumes importantance.
4-3. Brief Discussion of Transfer Elements
The transfer Elements described in the previous section to express the stretch-breaking process will be briefly discussed. They are all unstable in the concept[1l] of stability held in conventional control engineering. That is, they are such types of elements that, if inputs come in consecutively, all outputs increase gradually no matter what the form of inputs is. In short, they are a kind of chain reaction-an effect produced by a reaction producing a further effectand a type of explosion.
However, this article assumes that the stretch-breaking process is an element into which-input being given as the probability density of fiber leading ends-only a specified value M of input is admitted and n(t) is sent out as a chain reaction. This raises the problem of stability within this range.
It is reasonable, then, to define as stable a case where, no matter what the initial input is, output n(t) converges to specified values; as unstable a case where output n(t) keeps vibrating interminably or disperses gradually.
In that sense, the element just referred to is, with some exceptions, stable, so long as it is a characteristic constant in time. There are, however, various cases in process Fundamental homologous model breaking process (1) of stretch- Fig.8 Fundamental homologous model of stretchbreaking process (3) Vol. 15 , No. 1 (1969) which flunctuations of output to impulsive input converge. Examples of such process are the stretch-breaking zone of the Turbo Stapler and the first stretch-breaking zone of Perlok System. We have to inquire into each fundamental cause for such fluctuations. This inquiry is also necessary for research into the oscillation phenomenon accompanying fluctuations in the characteristics of any element. 4-4. Fiber Length after Stretch-breaking Assuming probability density f t (x) of the breaking points and probability density qt (xo) of the delivery points to be constant in time, Lapalace transform of Formula s and inverse Laplace transformation of it suffices. The probability density of the breaking points and the probability density of the delivery points bear similarly on the staple diagram as they do on the probability density of fiber leading ends. 4-5. Out-put Sliver Thickness Assuming probability density f (x) of the breaking points and probability density qt (xo) of the delivery points to be constant in time, so is probability density Pt (l) of the fiber length. Then, by Lapalace transformation suggested by Fujino and Kawabata(12) and on the assumption we shall have
This p(s) is Laplace transform of the probability density Pt(1) of the fiber length. The sliver thickness B(t) is obtainable by the inverse Laplace transformation of B(s) in Formula (4-9). The relation shown in Formula (4-9) can be diagrammed as in Fig. 9 . The transfer function is The probability density of the breaking points and the probability density of the delivery points influence output sliver thickness similarly, as they do the probability density of the output fiber leading ends and staple diagram.
4-6. Stretch-breaking Force
See equation (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) If we change Formula (4-13) into the relation between the probability density of the input fiber leading ends, and stretch-breaking force, we shall obtain from Assuming that probability density q(xo) of delivery points is approximately expressible by, say amount of delivery length xoi : w~, " x 02 : W2, ~~ x 03 : w3 where wl + W2 + w3 =1, it can be rediagramed as in Fig. 11 and simplifies calculation. 
£(T)C(xo){u(T)_u(T-xo)}J--a(S)'(1 Y(s)=no(s)J0 g(s).(l--e-ro8)•q(xo)•dxo =no(s)g(s){1-q(s)} . (4-15)
In this case, the relation to n1 (s) Assume an impulse to be an initial input of the probability density of the fiber leading ends. In other words, assume input fiber leading ends to come all together in the front roller position. The probability density f (x) of the breaking points is then expressible, with the aid of Dilach's delta function o (x), as follows : b(x-x,) . Now to show how to obtain probability density P(l) of the fiber length Lapalace transform p (s) of P (l) is expressible, in view of equation (4- The fact that the number of fibers in output sliver is no function of the mechanical draft ratio alone is one of the known features [1, 2] of the stretch-breaking process. The reason is that the number of fibers is influenced by the position of the breaking points. As seen in equation (5-14), the average number of fibers is the largest when the breaking points concentrate on the front roller position and becomes the original number, irrespective of the draft ratio. The number is the smallest when the breaking points concentrate on the back roller position. Thickness of a fiber in tow varies as stretch-breaking conditions vary and becomes constant when they become constant. Now to stretch-breaking force Y(t), assume that stress-strain curve y (r) of a fiber during breaking is expressible, in view of Formula (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , thus : It follows, then, that : This has the shape shown in Fig. 15 . Assume x1=2x01 as was done to obtain equation (5-13). Rewrite the abscissa of Fig. 15 . Then compare Fig. 15 with Fig. 14 which diagrams Formula (5-13). The comparison shows clearly that this stretch-breaking force has only a very slight correlation (in a simple sense of the word) to output sliver thickness.
Assuming x1=0, there is no unevenness of sliver thickness at all, in view of equation (5-11). However, equation (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) shows that stretch-breaking force exhibits a sowtooth wave. Accordingly, the relationship between output sliver thickness and stretch-breaking force varies with the form of input. We, therefore, warn against taking it for granted that there is generally a close correlation between them.
Values of Converging of Unevenness of Output Sliver Thickness and in Stretch-breaking Force
Assuming the constant in time of the probability density of breaking points and probability density of delivery points, unevenness of output sliver thicknes (an output of stretch-breaking process) and unevenness of stretch-breaking force disappear with time and each of them should converge into a given value [2] . This last value is easily obtainable by the last value theoreml [l6] at Laplace transformation.
In the light of the thorem and Formulas (4-7) and (4-11), the last value of output sliver thickness B(t) is obtainable thus: Assume that leading ends of the number M enter the process all at once (i.e., assume that tow having constituent filament of the number M enters the front rollers with the fiber leading ends aligned), and that the thickness of a fiber in output slivers is b. We shall then have : The last value of output sliver thickness B(t) can be figured out from Formula (6-1), as follows:
Equation (6-7) satisfies the premise of the theorum and, therefore, shows that output sliver thickness though is doubtless considerably uneven in proportion to the impulse of fiber leading ends added to it in the early stage, reaches, with time, the given value quoted in this formula.
Assuming that S-S curve y(z-) of a filament during stretch-breaking is as in Formula (5-15), we shall get :
_ e-,x018 a -:0018
Hence, the last value of stretch-breaking force Y(t) is expressble, in view of Formula (6-2), as follows :
1 _ e-0 -r18 a -.x018 This, like Formula (6-7), satisfies the premise of the theorem. The values in Formulas (6-7) and (6-9) will be discussed further in chapter 8.
We have shown the simplest examples of calculation.
Vol. 15 , No. 1 (1969) By the same method, it is possible to show that, with the probability density of breaking points and probability density of delivery points made constant, the last value of neither output sliver thickness nor stretch-breaking force varies, no matter how the fiber leading ends of the constant filaments numbering M enter; that if either the probability density of breaking points or the probability density of delivery points has a spread, the stretch-breaking process has a last value for any type of input; and that, with the probability density of breaking points constant, the close the breaking points to the front rollers, the higher the stretch-breaking force--this being common knowledge [7, 10] . Further advanced problems are interesting when contrasted to experiments, and such contrast, in turn, poses problems. We will reserve calculation of those problems for a future occasion.
7, Input Producing No Unevenness
We have said in the previous chapter that the passage of a long time after tow enters the stretch-breaking process erases unevenness of output sliver thickness and of stretchbreaking force. The present chapter discusses the form of the probability density of input fiber leading ends which produces no unevenness at all at any time. Ishikawa and Tabata [2, 10] dealt with the same subject. Here we show a general form to clearify the sequence of discussion from previous chapters to the next chapter.
Assume that probability density of fiber leading ends between the front and back rollers is expressible as N(x). If the form of this N(x) does not vary with time, N(0) is constant with no unevenness in the front roller position. The number of fibers in supplied tow and the probability density of delivery points being both constant, N(x) is constant, too. If N(0) is constant, the number of fibers broken in dt is a constant N(0) dt or N(0) dx. If time changes from t to t+dt, the number N(x+dx)dx of fibers in position (x +dx) changes into N(x) dx but the number of fiber leading ends newly produced in this position by breaking is N(0)dx. f(x)dx.
Hence, in order for N(t) always to be constant,
in the light of Fig. 16 .
In as much as
equation ( If probability density N(x) of fiber leading ends between the front and back rollers satisfies the conditions of equation in relation to probability density f (x), of breaking points then no unevenness ever shows up. Note that the reverse is not true. Now to discern the value of N(0) in equation . Consider a case where the delivery points concentrate on one point, xoi. Since fibers do not begin to break until time xo after leaving the front rollers, no constant output is obtainable unless a constant probability density of fiber leading ends is supplied to the front rollers during that interval. It is sufficient to supply, as input, a constant N(x) for the length of time xoi and thereafter N(x) in eeation . With x amplified to the rear of the back rollers and with nl (x) as total input, then:
If the total number of fibers in supplied tow is M, we shall have :
Therefore, from equations (7-6) and (7-7), we get :
Generally, when delivery length xo is not a constant value xoi but is expressed by probability density q(xo) then in the light of equation (7-6),
This equation expresses the input form of probability density of fiber leading ends which produces no unevenness. N(0) at this time is, as in equation (7) (8) ,
We will prove here equation (7-9) is an input producing no unevenness. Laplace transformation of both members of equation (7- showing no unevenness.
Further Simple Examples of Calculation
8-1. Breaking Points and Delivery Points Both Concentrating on one point
Chapter 5 concerned a case of breaking points and delivery points both concentrating on one point in the stretchbreaking process and said that, in this case, unevenness never disappears.
The present chapter concerns a case where input enters the process in another form. Assume that the breaking points are located at xl and the delivery points at xol, as in chapter 5. Consider a case where the probability density of fiber leading ends shown in Fig. 17 is given as an initial input.
where M=the number of total fibers supplied. This is an input producing no unevenness and given by equations (7-6) and (7) (8) . This is a function as shown in Fig. 8 . Sliver thickness B(t) in steady state is:
As stated in chapter 5, assuming x1-0, then the thickness expressing the number of fibers ceases to have a relation to the draft ratio. And xo varies with D. Therefore, with xo =0, i.e., if input does not vary in form with the draft ratio output sliver thickness is proportional to 1/D. Consider, as a slightly more complicated example, a case where probability density of fiber leading ends having a spread, as in Fig. 19 , is an initial input. Vol. 15, No. 1 (1969) Assuming that the distance between the front and back rollers is x,b then the following formulas emerge, as has been shown so far :
............ .
. The thickness expressing the unmber of fibers takes a value similar to previous results, irrespective of the draft ratio.
To sum up, assuming that output sliver thickness is expressed by the number of the constituent fibers, it clearly varies with the position of the breaking points, even if the draft ratio in the machine is constant, as has often been said.
If the breaking points and the delivery points both concentrate on one point, as in this example, the unevenness of the outputr slivers varies noticeably with the form of the initial input.
The example shown in Fig. 21 makes it clear that with respect to the relation between probability density of fiber leading ends and output sliver thickness both sometimes vary greatly. Slivers in Fig 21, for instance, show no uneveness at all, but they do produce exceedingly high degree of uneveness once they are drafted. Therefore, it is as important here as in conventional spinning draft [17] to grasp various phenomena with the aid of the probability density of fiber leading ends.
8-2. Breaking Points Uniformly Distributed and Delivery
Points Concentrating on One Point Assuming, as in Probability density of fiber leding ends of Formula(8-11) (Broken lines express the terms of the right-hand member) .'q( S )=e-x013
Consider a case where the probability density of fiber leading ends figured out from equations (7-6) and (7) (8) receives, as in Fig. 22 , an in put ni (t) which produces no unevenness in that function. Here is an example of calculation in such a case: (8 -22) showing no unevenness in the probability density of leading fiber ends. The fiber length distribution and output sliver thickness can be figured in exactly the same way as in chapter 5 and are, therefore, omitted from discussion here. Let us now consider stretch-breaking force Y(t). Assuming that the S-S curve of a fiber is expressible as in equations (5- tallying with Horikawa's report [7] . To obtain its relation to breaking elongation or the draft ratio, it is sufficient to substitute into equation (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) ) the relation obtained between breaking elongation and Here is an example of calcualtion where breaking points are uniformly distributed. delivery length, bearing in mind the difference in standard speed between xo and xb. For instance, by using the expression of approximation given by Horikawa [6] as the relation between average elongation at break r and delivery length, we shall get :
. Assume fluctuations in elongation and widely distributed delivery points. There is a number of reports [10, 7] on delivery points which concentrate on one point, but seeing that breaking points are seldom uniformly distributed in the whole breaking zone, we can easily imagine that the distribution of delivery points cannot be ignored. It is said [2] that, with breaking points widely distributed, as in the foregoing section, the stretch-breaking process is stable against unevenness. Check this, however, because there are hardly any fibers free from elongation fluctuations.
To simplify matters, take a case where breaking points concentrate on one point, as in chapter 2, there are fluctuations in xo, as on the upper right-hand side of Fig. 24 , and all fiber ends reach the front roller position all at once, as in the example in chapter 2. .'.no(t)=C-1 no( s )
This concept is shown in Fig. 24 , which when compared with Fig. 13 , shows that unevenness decreases gradually.
Fiber length, sliver thickness and stretch-breaking force can be figured out in exactly the same way and are, therefore, excluded from further discussion here. Fluctuations in elongation have a function which makes unevenness stable for the stretch-breaking process. This is clear from the fact, stated ealier in connection with equation (4) (5) , that the probability density of delivery points and the probability density of breaking points do equal work.
Summing Up
Assume that all lengths defined in time regien are used;
that quantity x is the time required for a given distance to pass through the front roller position at the surface speed of the back rollers and quantity xo the time required for that distance to pass through the same position at the surface speed of the front rollers; that f t (x) is probability density of breaking points at time t, qt(x0) is probability density of delivery points at time t; that the observation point is located as a rule, in the front roller position; and that certain quantity at time t is a quantity present in the front roller position at time t or a quantity observed from the front roller position at time t. Research on these assumptions has led to the following results :
(1) Probability density of output fiber leading ends at time t is expressible by the following equation ( as an input other than an initial input) :
no( t ) -Jo f0ni ( t -x -xo).f (x)'q(xo) ro dx•dxo where xb =length between the front and back rollers and nI (t) =probability density of input fiber leading ends, from which is obtainable also a related equation for a case (xo) {u(z) -U(z-xo} This is an stress-strain curve of a fibers during stretchbreaking. (5) Assuming the constancy in time of probability density of breaking points and probability density of delivery points, there is the following relation between probability density of input fiber leading ends and the probability density of output fiber leading ends in the front roller position in the From the results of (5) to (8) are oblained the following further results : (9) Output sliver thickness, stretch-breaking force, and fiber length which vary with time after tow enters the stretchbreaking zone can be definitely shown as examples of calculation. When sliver thickness and stretch-breaking force were shown as different convolution each other we thought the correlation between the two might vary with cercumstances. In the examples of calculation just given, the correlation in a simple sense between output sliver thickness and stretch-breaking force is low. (10) In the stretch-breaking-process, as in the draft-process, there can be a case where there is no correlation between the probability density of fiber leading ends, and output sliver thickness. (11) Probability density of delivery points and probability density of breaking points act in the same manner on the input-output relation in the probability density of fiber leading ends. Therefore, if delivery points are widely distributed and breaking points concentrate on one point (for instance, if there are fluctuations in the eleongation of fibers), the stretch-breaking process is stable. (12) The values of output sliver thickness and stretchbreaking force very long hours after two enters the stretch-breaking zone can be easily discerned by the last value theorem in Laplace transformation.
